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Abstract: There is rising awareness regarding the entrepreneurship evolution within underdeveloped regions across the world and how it is affected by leadership initiatives regarding the work engagement of young entrepreneurs; an underlining series of studies should be performed, considering the job performance attributes specific to each given area. Entrepreneurship is a source of economic vitality that must be subject to correctly performed leadership initiatives that need to strive for training young entrepreneurs to understand and assess the strong and weak points of their business (idea) in order to successfully compete with larger organizations. The current study aims for explaining the relationship between leadership behavior (as transformational and transactional) and the underlying mechanism of work engagement (with a special focus on job resources). The current research used a convenience sample based on a voluntary response sampling method, engaging 508 young entrepreneurs from the NE region of Romania. Results prove that transformational leadership and work engagement are active contributors to the job performance. The current study is one of the few in the literature that enhances simultaneously both transformational and transactional leadership, along with work engagement as predictors of job performance, since previous research has only considered transformational leadership and disregarded the role of transactional leadership in followers’ job performance.
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1. Introduction

For the purpose of the current research, authors strived to identify the main drivers of job performance within the entrepreneurial world in the NE of Romania, to create a model that can be used for further developments and initiatives within the given geographical area.

The identification of young entrepreneurs that are able to be a part of skills development programs is a challenging task. In the context of the current article, we focused on identifying the type of leadership whose online instruments can have an increased importance for the job performance of the young entrepreneurs and can result in an increased engagement of the followers.

Both transformational and transactional leadership were proposed at first claiming that by controlling the outcomes of transactional leadership, one can explain the variance of transformational leadership [1]. Moreover, transformational leaders cannot enhance followers to exceed their expectation without practicing transactional leadership and ascertaining that the expectations are met at first. The literature provides a reduced number of studies that has enhanced simultaneously both transformational and transactional leadership, by mainly using long-term cross sectional or longitudinal research instrument designs [2,3]. Since most study designs on leadership only refer to long time intervals, the short-term effects of leaders’ instruments and behaviors on followers are surpassed, ignoring daily or weekly fluctuations. The advantages of such an approach allows researchers to consider leadership as a proximal predictor for the followers’ performance, by reducing recall bias and focusing on the leadership instruments within their own practice environment. Since
data are collected at the final stage of the teaching program, results might bring us closer to the reality of the leadership process.

The current study’s contributions to the literature count at first the effects examination of both leadership styles, transactional and transformational, on job performance by introducing into the equation a new variable, namely work engagement; as previous research shows [4–6] transformational leaders’ behaviors and instruments have the ability to influence the followers’ work engagement and therefore, their job performance, but the research has never considered the role of transactional leadership within the process. The current study argues that job performance is more effectively stimulated by the transformational leadership instruments compared with the transactional form. Second, we examine how job performances is influenced by the work engagement of the followers, taking into consideration the resourcefulness provided by the work environment. By studying the core processes, the current research can provide answers and advance the understanding of which leadership processes (transformational and/or transactional) prove to be more or less effective in regard to job performance. Third, we examine the leadership–work engagement effects on job performance within a unique entrepreneurial context, namely a sample of 508 young entrepreneurs.

2. Theoretical Background

As the literature has been marked by numerous states of mind regarding leadership, we must of course take into consideration the fact that both transformational and transactional leaders existed long before any of the present theories were proposed, and will continue to excite researchers’ attention in the future. An embedded theoretical framework and test the motion was presented at first in order to emphasize the characteristics of transformational and transactional leaders [1]; therefore, the transactional leadership is considered to be able to sum up the importance to motivate followers in accomplishing their leaders’ expectations; as a counterpoint, transformational leadership motivates followers to perform beyond leaders’ and self-expectations [7]. If following an efficacy scale, although transactional leaders and followers promote effectiveness in terms of follower job performance and increased job satisfaction, the transformational leaders exceed the abilities of transactional leaders in terms of job performance and satisfaction. Numerous authors [1,8–10], have argued that on a daily basis, every leader performs the two types of leadership to an extent, but despite the benefits of transactional leadership, the most effective leaders mainly draw on morals [11] and are extensively use transformational, and not the transactional leadership style.

The efficiency and effectiveness of transactional leadership resonate in correlation to several leadership components; as argued [12], the commitment, loyalty and satisfaction of followers can be ranked differently according to the organizational typology and industry. The different ranking in followers’ satisfaction is to be assessed through contingent reward, involving receiving incentives after the task completion process, resulting in stimulative task motivation. Contingent reward can be both transactional and transformational; therefore, when leaders provide material incentives, they sum up the importance of a transactional contingent reward; however, regarding the psychological nature of the incentive, the transformational contingent reward is to be performed. If comparing contingent reward and management-by-exception (MBE) active and or passive, the literature highlights its inefficacy [12]. The MBE active leadership style is designed to develop any mistakes in regard to any issue anticipation and prevention, along with rules implementation, that help the given cause when considered [13]. The opposite is MBE passive, which is about confronting approval and disapproval of followers’ actions and mistakes. As suggested [14], MBE passive is mainly encountered within situations when leaders have large control frames, and is mostly considered [15] to evoke a passive-avoidant leadership behavior; for the purpose of the current study, only MBE active is considered.

It would be hard to imagine the field of transformational leadership design and structure without comprising the four dimensions as described by literature [1]: idealized
influence (further developed as attributes and behaviors), inspirational motivation, individual consideration, and intellectual stimulation. If through idealized influence followers perceive their leaders as identifying with them, manifesting respect and complete trust, through inspirational motivation followers are granted by their leaders an appealing and optimistic vision about the future. Each and every followers’ ability and need is perceived as of singular interest for the leader through individual consideration, while through intellectual stimulation followers are being challenged by their leader to find new perspectives for their ideas and work problems.

Both transformational and transactional leadership theories have had a massive impact on the existing and following leadership theory. It was performed a meta-analysis [16] where they addressed the ability of transformational and transactional leadership to predict various outcomes. The findings proved that transformational leadership and contingent reward have the ability to predict outcome variables as motivation, leader effectiveness, leader job performance, or followers’ satisfaction in regard to their leader. On the opposite side, MBE active did not have similar results, but rather a slight positive and small impact on the given variables. The recent literature considers transformational leadership to be an important factor in regard to the enhancement of job performance, by mediating the mechanism of establishing objectives that need to be accomplished and deriving social and economic contribution to the society [17,18].

2.1. Work Engagement

As previously suggested [19], work engagement has been the subject of inquiries of a great deal of research; the main view stands for a positive work-related state of mind, characterizing an individual over a short period of time. It was described as transient, fulfilling, and vigorous [20] filled with dedication and absorption [21,22]. Referring to vigor, it means that both followers and leaders display a highly excited behavior and well-sustained mental resilience, are inspired by daily activities and are enthusiastic about work in general and/or a work idea, display dedication, while full dedication and focus on work tasks induces the feeling that time flies, and therefore display absorption. This given dynamic allowed us to examine how leadership traits and behaviors influence work engagement within the work context. The following question arises: what happens with the job performance of an individual when leadership behaviors stimulate work engagement? Moreover, a dynamic entrepreneurial approach may reflect entrepreneurs’ leadership behaviors more accurately. Since the literature suggests that leaders are born and only display traits shaped by time and experience, an approach on the connection between leadership–work engagement within an entrepreneurial starters’ environment can bring an added value to the literature. As previously suggested [23], if studied from a followership point of view, entrepreneurial leadership reflects leadership more accurately and is not susceptible to being biased by the fact that followers rate their leaders by only taking into consideration several hours, instead of several weeks or months.

The literature assesses work engagement as a mediator within the job performance and personal and job resources [24]; the essentiality of work engagement is captured through the immediate effects of leadership and therefore induces followers to fully engage and pursue the predefined objectives [25]. As a subject that displays an increased interest regarding organizational research, the literature suggests that work engagement also may have negative association to leadership endeavors [26].

There are not many studies that have focused on the entrepreneurial leadership behaviors and work engagement at the same time. In terms of the contemporary theories, this connection has been assessed through a followership point of view; in 2018, it was performed a study that outlined that transformational leadership behavior can predict the followers’ work engagement in the case of individuals that display positive characteristics [6]. Authors critically reviewed the relationship between leadership behavior and work engagement on a daily basis [5,27]. In 2013, it was performed an online experiment where followers could read a vignette and imagine for their leader to be transformational [28];
results showed that followers became more engaged based on a fulfilled need of competence and relatedness. The literature reveals the fact that on the days when transformational leadership is displayed, on an individual level, an increased level of work commitment and engagement level is reached, conducting to a higher job performance.

Contribution to the literature brought by the present study is the fact that the current study focuses on the intakes of transformational and transactional leadership behaviors specific to an early entrepreneurial environment depicted as work engagement that leads to job performance. Contrary opinions in the literature suggest that transactional leaders do not have an appalling motivational power and lack inspirational appeal, mostly important in stimulating the followers’ work engagement [29]. To better understand the startling insights of the current study, we argue that followers display an increased engagement level when their leader manifests a transactional behavior, but on a lower extent compared with the case when transformational leadership behavior is displayed. Numerous authors explained the relationship between leadership behavior and follower work engagement by using the personal resources mechanism [5,30]; for the purpose of the current study, the previously presented research path will not be followed [31] and instead, the job resources will be considered.

2.2. The Leadership Process

Indeed, the most potent of leadership research often fails to answer whether leaders influence the outcomes of followers, and if yes, how much? Since the leadership theory in regard to leaders’ behaviors offers insights and advances, for the purpose of this study we consider this to be an important question. In 2010 it was underlined the need for researchers’ efforts that strived for the need to understand which are the mediators and how they act in linking the leadership manifested behaviors in regard to followers’ achieved results [32]. We argue that leaders, both transactional and transformational, have a strong effect regarding followers’ work engagement by influencing the work environment that pursues ones’ actions and resulting in job performance. At first, the followers’ perception over the work environment may be affected by leaders, an idea that was at first assumed in 1982 [33]. Moreover, regarding the work social environment, leaders are assumed by followers to make the right assumptions and judgements [34]. Even so, researchers [35,36] stated that transformational leaders are considered to provide insights with a high impact and meaning over the job performance of followers by stimulating to take and assume work decisions and cultivate and increase their personal resources. As previously considered [37], followers do not change their work environment to lead to job performance unless stimulated by leaders to do so. For this reason, the current research argues that transformational and transactional leadership behaviors have a direct influence on the followers’ job performance. In order to deeply enhance those behaviors, an open view is discussed as follows. There is a series of studies that focused on and explained the way leaders influence the followers’ performance [38–40]; it is important to notice that all of these studies focused exclusively only on working environments shaped by transformational leadership and did not consider daily or weekly performance based on transactional leadership, especially within an entrepreneurial environment. Supporting the current idea, it was proved that transactional leadership can be a great elevator of job performance.

In line with the literature, job performance is directly linked with the followers’ job resources that have the ability to increase the individual followers’ potential and work engagement [41–43]. Moreover, as suggested [44] a toxic work environment is directly linked to the organizational leadership processes, by spreading the negative feelings among other followers. Within an ongoing entrepreneurial environment, this means that followership is more engaged within the days when it has an increased job performance, and from here, higher access to job resources derives [45,46]. There are only three studies that have focused on the leaders’ influence on their followers’ work engagement. Authors focused on job demands and resources as triggers for an increased followership work engagement, as a result of leadership behaviors [47]. The daily impact of leadership on followers’ daily work engagement was intensely studied [48–50]. Despite the sharp analysis performed
across the three abovementioned studies, it remains unclear whether job performance is directly explained by leadership (transformational and transactional) behaviors, with (out) considering the followership work engagement (as general or state levels). Therefore, for the development of the current study, the concept of leadership is assessed through transformational (TL) and transactional leadership (where contingent reward (CR) and MBE active (MBEA) dimensions are assessed).

2.3. Entrepreneurial Leadership Behavior and Work Engagement

Previous literature argued further that engaged followers have better results at work [51] since they enjoy their daily activities and are intrinsically motivated. As proved [9], the transformational leaders have a direct contribution over the followers’ intrinsic motivation, by providing with meaning their work, by offering a comprehensive development vision of the future and enhance followers with confidence in regard to their individual contribution for reaching and accomplishing that vision [52]. Moreover, the transformational leaders’ initiatives have the role of stimulating followers to overcome group interests and not their own [53]. Within the NE Romania entrepreneurial environment, for example, this means that leaders place an emphasis on the shared mission and vision, meaning that leaders focus not only on shared working and learning within classes, but also on the extracurricular periods of time in order to achieve the emphasized common goals. Another meaning of the leaders’ behaviors stresses the importance of followers’ stimuli in order to perform, by enhancing their best abilities and delegating tasks that match the entrepreneurial skills of the participants. These acts increase the likelihood for followers to feel full of positive and constructive energy, dedicated to their work.

Despite the fact that generally, a contingent reward does not show the same degree of inspirational motivation as transformational leadership, it does not mean that it lacks for inspirational and motivational power. As for understanding employee behavior, the existence of moral leadership attitudes [54] should also be under thorough assessment. As previously argued [55], the inspirational leadership is not a fostering device for followers’ dependence in the leader. It was suggested that by using a contingent reward, leaders have the freedom of setting clear goals and communicating their expectations from followers when reaching these goals [9], by performing these actions they gain the ability to motivate followers. On the same side of the results, contingent reward is an important contributor to followers’ motivation at work [3,56]. Leaders that used contingent rewards reckon that their trainees had increased performance in developing their entrepreneurial skills; this aspect may have the ability to provide their work with more meaning, increasing the likelihood of young entrepreneurs’ work engagement for that day and/or period of time. Authors emphasized the importance of constructive feedback as a predictor for work engagement [43], explaining that the literature results suggest that leaders who generally use contingent reward do not display an important amount of inspirational appeal; for this reason, for the purpose of the current study, we expect transformational leaders to take over and inspire and influence their trainees’ work engagement, after and not before they managed to control the impact of the contingent reward.

As previously considered [1], MBE active cannot be proved to be (in)effective, therefore it is unseemly for leaders which practice MBE active to have the ability to influence their followers’ work engagement in any direction. Disengaged work engagement can be costly for both leaders and followers [57] by showing a lack of commitment for both one’s self and for the organization; therefore, it is undeniable that MBE active lacks in motivational power but also in inspirational motivation abilities. Despite the current view, a study performed in 2016 [58] proved MBE active as positively related with both work motivation, but with negligible effects compared with transformational leadership and/or with contingent reward. It was established that MBE active and contingent reward create excellent conditions for improving work engagement (as opposed to MBE passive). For this reason, we assume that leaders who use contingent reward have a significant influence over
the followers’ displayed work engagement, but only after controlling the leadership usage of MBE active. Based on the aforementioned ideas, the following two hypotheses arise:

**H1a.** There is a positive connection between job performance and young entrepreneurs’ work engagement.

**H1b.** There is a positive connection between contingent reward and young entrepreneurs’ work engagement.

2.4. Entrepreneurial Leadership and Autonomy

For the purpose of the current study, we assume that there is a positive connection among behaviors associated with the online practice of transformational leadership and the followers’ daily autonomy, since during the entrepreneurial training period of time, on the occasions when leaders showed transformational leadership behaviors, trainees were allowed to approach and solve problems by using different angles, despite the fact that these ideas did not coincide with their leaders’ own perspectives. As an example, within the days when young entrepreneurs had troubles in developing their business plan, they had the opportunity to distance themselves and take time to think about the arising problem, to ask another trainee or to spend some time to try different angles for solving the issue. This type of behavior increases the students’ autonomy within the days when their leader preponderantly used transformational leadership [40,59]. Numerous authors seem to have reached within their studies to the same conclusion, supporting the idea that transformational leadership has a positive connection with the autonomy displayed by followers [59]. These studies, however, failed to explain the connection between transformational leadership and the work engagement displayed by the follower, as explained by autonomy.

Despite the fact that the literature seems to have concluded that there is an explicit relation between autonomy and transformational leadership, for the purpose of the current study we propose to examine whether leaders who use contingent reward induce followers to express an increased number of attitudes and assume their decisions about when and how to involve their conduct. The followers’ achievement of working goals is both valued by leaders who use contingent reward but also by transformational leaders who encourage followers’ autonomy. Within the developing stages of young entrepreneurs, autonomy is one of the most valuable features, since the correct guidance for developing one’s idea can be the red line between success and failure; therefore, it is most likely for the trainees to be provided with autonomy, while the leaders use of contingent reward and communication of their clear expectations may benefit immensely the followers’ right idea development. Within an entrepreneurship development session, communicating clear expectations is a process that starts with the first encounter, and lasts for the entire duration of the class; providing the expectations repeatedly at the beginning of each day, provides clarifications and decreases the necessity for individual assessment of the idea evolution, since experience gained within the working class refines the followers’ results as time goes by. It was found that followers that receive rewards proved to be contingent on performance, since they became able to better control the environment they work within, by deciding upon the acceptance or refusal of the reward, thus, providing them with autonomy [60].

However, we claim that leaders who use MBE active do not have a positive influence on the followers’ autonomy, since it is most likely that when provided with less autonomy and higher control, followers perform poorly. An example of such a situation is when young entrepreneurs try to adopt just one of the business ideas they displayed; there exists the possibility to stop over their second-best guess, thus increasing the likelihood for making a mistake just at the beginning of the road. By using MBE active, leaders spend much time and energy trying to surpass and prevent errors for happening, therefore it is highly probable for followers not to be provided with freedom in taking and assuming their own actions and mistakes. By taking into consideration these arguments and the literature that proves that autonomy and work engagement have a positive relationship [41,43,46]; we reached to the following hypotheses:
H2a. There is a positive connection between transformational leadership and young entrepreneurs’ daily autonomy.

H2b. There is a positive connection between contingent reward and young entrepreneurs’ daily autonomy.

2.5. Entrepreneurial Leadership and Social Support

Considered to be mostly an “irrational” and “emotional” component in the training process, within the days when the leader uses transformational behaviors and techniques, by paying attention to the actions of their followers and listening to each of their ideas and worries, followers received more social support. It was noted that transformational leaders have the ability to raise the awareness of followers for the matters considered to be important, especially with regard to moral and ethical values [61–63]. As an example, leaders granted each follower which was troubled and/or stuck within an idea to talk privately about the given issue, but leaders also took the responsibility of mediating arguments among trainees. This type of behavior contributed to the daily social support for the followers. As argued [13], the daily support provided by leaders has a positive connotation for followers, by preparing them to resist and overcome stress and burnout.

Likewise, we propose the idea that contingent reward has a positive influence on the work engagement of the young entrepreneurs, since when the trainer uses contingent reward, followers are provided with an increased amount of social support. In practice, trainees are praised when correctly developing their business ideas, thus leaders use a contingent reward for the entire process. As the literature suggests [64–67], a well-known type of social support is when leaders publicly praise and recognize the followers’ performance and evolution.

Although there has been much debate about the attributes and influence of transformational leadership and contingent reward, MBE active is considered to be less effective regarding the monitoring support as received by followers. MBE is by definition considered to be a negative transaction, since as claimed [68], the leader only monitors deviations from the norms, being purported to have the ability to cover aspects in regard to the initiating structure. However, MBEA is also presented as a positive aspect under the idea of task-related developmental feedback [69] that provides actions for the active prevention of mistakes. In addition, it was proved a positive and significant relationship among management-by-exception active and transactional leadership. In order to fully account for the current research, we argued that social support is presented under the form of recognition and appreciation, a type of behavior not manifested by MBE active leaders. Furthermore, this type of leadership promotes behaviors that emphasize on the mistakes of the followers. It was proposed a theory where social support implies to some extent an exchange of ideas and experience along with mutuality [70]; despite the fact that the transactional leadership’s component, contingent reward, is based on mutuality [43] leaders which use MBEA are expected to have followers that are not subject to mistakes, without being rewarded for it, under any form. By considering the aforementioned literature that provides us with the existence of a positive relationship among social support and work engagement [71] we reach our final hypotheses:

H3a. There is a positive connection between transformational leadership and young entrepreneurs’ social support.

H3b. There is a positive connection between contingent reward and young entrepreneurs’ social support.

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Participants and Procedure

A total of 508 Romanian young representatives between 18 and 31 years of age agreed to participate within the current study. As part of their online entrepreneurial training, they were part of a 40 h/5 days entrepreneurship class that prepared them to be able to write and assess a business plan consisting of one of their best ideas. At the end of the training
period, the participants were kindly asked to freely fill in an online questionnaire in regard to their perceived leadership and work engagement within the training period. They were part of multiple teams out of a series of independent projects that were developed in Iasi, Romania within February–June 2022. From a gender point of view, the participants were evenly distributed (50.3% female and 49.7% male), most of them with an accomplished education level (graduated high school) and currently undertaking bachelor studies (78%), coming from a large variety of working/studying areas.

3.2. Methods Settings and Sample

By using the prior studies’ practice and pragmatism, the current research used a convenience sampling based on a voluntary response sampling method; at the core of the sample ease of access was considered. Moreover, data were gathered by using the online Google Forms platform, the questionnaire was also presented to the organizations that developed entrepreneurship trainings in Iasi, Romania; a multitude of online applications and electronic means of communication were used to reach respondents. In order to respect the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), by filling in the questionnaire, the respondents were guaranteed that no personal data were to be gathered, whereas a strict confidentiality of the answers would be provided, along with the insurance that all the data would only used for academical research.

As the current research used a convenience sampling method, the current sampling accurately identified and defined the research variables; as for clearly defining the target audience, only participants of the 40-h online training program were asked to respond to the questionnaire, an aspect that greatly defies sampling bias since the Regional Development Agency only provided access to the educational support to entrepreneurs that pass a complex selection criteria [72]. The methodology of the current study clearly explains that data were gathered only from training participants that were selected for attending the program by organizations whose participants lists would have been previously approved by the NE Regional Development Agency, therefore could only benefit the regional entrepreneurial performance [72].

The design of the questionnaire was intended to provide a better understanding of the link between leadership (as transformational, transactional, and MBE active) as perceived by the young entrepreneurs from their trainers, and the work engagement they provided in developing their business ideas through the form of business plans. The respondents were not to receive any type of compensation in the case of agreeing to take part to the current study by answering the questionnaire. Since data were gathered via online environment, the gender distribution, occupational hazard, and education covered a vast area. The response rate was low, since only 508 correctly filled questionnaires were gathered in a 6-month period of time.

Reflections on the specificities of the entrepreneurship development in Romania brings into light seven geographical development areas, where Iasi is considered to be the biggest demographical city out of a total number of six) from the northeast region, as the most underdeveloped area of the entire country. Therefore, increasing the competitiveness and stimulating initiatives are some of the main points on the agenda in regard to developing the economy within the given region. By growing the entrepreneurial ecosystem through numerous projects where people can access educational support and be encouraged to build startups, the area where the current study focuses is provided, as one of the main points of the NE Regional Development Agency [72] Data shows that for the years 2018–2019 within the NE region were developed a number of 1322 submitted projects, and 620 graduates of professional training courses; the programs involved 18 certified trainers, and 13 programs were dedicated entirely to the development of the regional entrepreneurial ecosystem [72]. Within the first half of 2022 a number of programs dedicated to developing entrepreneurship started to develop, involving a large number of graduates on which the current study focused.
3.3. Measures

We used Google forms in order to distribute the questionnaire that was as reduced in scale as possible for the respondents to fill in without leaving blanks. The format of the questionnaire is provided within the Appendix A.

As previously stated [4] the questionnaire consists of three parts: at first respondents were requested to fill in data in regard to their demographical status; the second part referred to studying leadership through the three [73,74] are described, while the third part of the questionnaire focused on the work engagement components [4,75,76]; and job resources [77]. The authors selected for the entire research instrument a psychometric 7-point Likert scale, instead of a 5-point Likert scale [1]. The reasons for this decision were that research [78–80] argued that data become less accurate by using a scale that drops below 5 points, and increases above 7. In light of the current findings, the 7-point Likert scales are considered to be more suitable for electronic distribution, despite the popularity of the 5-point Likert scales [81]. According to previous literature [82], a symmetric 7-point Likert scale provides more options for the respondent and thus increases the probability of expressing and meeting the objective reality, appealing to the participants’ faculty of reason [78,83].

The main variables of the study referring to the job performance, measures the effects of leadership and work engagement, through various components. The leadership variable was measured through transformational leadership (TL) and transactional leadership (comprising the two dimensions: contingent reward (CR) and management-by-exception active (MBEA)). Work engagement was measured comprising the two dimensions of the job resources (as autonomy (AUT) and social support (SS) and nine other items referring directly to the workforce engagement (WE)).

As for the leadership component, for the purpose of the current research, we operationalized transformational and transactional leadership, and excluded the laissez faire leadership style from the leadership model, since numerous authors [84] consider it to be a non-leadership situation; in addition, the literature considers laissez faire leadership to be unclear and undistinctive compared with the management-by-exception [85].

Transformational leadership (TL) behavior was measured using five components (split between all the four existing dimensions Idealized Influence (Attributes and Behavior), Inspirational Motivation, Intellectual Stimulation, and Individual Consideration) from the original 45 items MLQ (the 5X form) questionnaire as presented in 1995 [86] and further revised [87]. The questionnaire was adapted to a 7-point Likert scale, instead of a 5-point Likert scale as within the original framework, ranging from 1 (totally disagree) to 7 (totally agree). The internal consistency of the scale in regard to transformational leadership (TL) was 0.90.

In regard to the transactional leadership behavior of the entrepreneurship trainings that were considered for the current study, it is important to specify that it consists of six items from the original 45 items MLQ (the 5X form) questionnaire as presented [86], split equally between both contingent reward (CR) and MBEA active (MBEA). Moreover, within this case, respondents can provide answers with the help of a 7-point scale, ranging from 1 (totally disagree) to 7 (totally agree). The average internal consistency was 0.85 for Contingent Reward (CR) and 0.87 in the case of MBEA active (MBEA).

In the case of analyzing the job resources, we considered daily autonomy and daily social support, considering three items for each of the two dimensions, as described by [77]. Answering a 7-point Likert scale, ranging from 1 (totally disagree) to 7 (totally agree), the respondents provided the database with an average consistency of 0.89 in the case of daily autonomy (AUT) and 0.81 in the case of social support (SS).

Work engagement of the young entrepreneurs was measured with the help of a 7-point Likert scale from 1 (totally disagree) to 7 (totally agree) of the state version of the nine item Utrecht Engagement Scale as previously proposed [76]. The internal consistency of the measured work engagement (WE) was 0.94.

In order to address the questions, the entire questionnaire had to be translated to Romanian and tested for misunderstandings or misconceptions coming from translating the
questions from English to Romanian; the instrument was the Romanian version counterpart of the English version of the instrument as previously described by relevant literature [4]. As for avoiding sampling bias, the wording of the questionnaire was thoroughly analyzed to make it for the selected population to be understandable, concise, and straightforward. In order to ensure the equivalency of the meaning in regard to the items [88] the literature recommendations were sought, therefore a translation back conversion process was performed. The current research was preceded by a pilot study and was developed within one of the entrepreneurship trainings group; testing the instrument involved data gathering and interpretation; 18 answers to the selected translated research instrument were considered. As the literature suggests [89–92], running a pilot study represents the correct method that allows for changes to be made in regard to the methodology used, study design, data gathering, administration and interpretation, and for preventing and avoiding any possible impairments. Running the pilot study revealed no misunderstandings or miswording, and the instrument proved to be relevant with further developments of the current research.

Rigorous research of the relevant literature suggests that an emphasis should be placed on the role that parameter estimates and control variables have within a given research [93–95]; it is important to mention that the current study used no control variables; therefore, when subject to analysis, the results could not subscribe to the possibility of encountering a reduced statistical power along with reduced degrees of freedom. The current study exhibited an enhanced results interpretation.

3.4. Research Methodology

For the purpose of the current study, out of the entire NE development region, only programs developed in Iasi, Romania dedicated to the evolution of the regional entrepreneurial system were chosen. In order to identify the certified trainers’ leadership type, they practiced whether there is a connection between the manifested leadership typology and the work engagement proved by the graduates of the training courses. It is important to mention that all the training hours were developed via online platforms; therefore, the study focuses on the connection of the online-adapted trainers’ leadership instruments and behaviors, and the work engagement of the trainees as young entrepreneurs.

In order to study the relationship among the two given constructs, the research used SmartPLS (v. 4.0.0) and developed a structural equation modelling (SEM) analysis. In light of the research objective, authors used the Smart-PLS software to provide a better understanding of the increasing complexity of the theoretical model; moreover, the current software is also recommendable in cases when the path modelling includes more than one formatively construct, since SmartPLS applies a partial least squares algorithm [96–98]. Based on the partial least squares, the SmartPLS software generates results consisting of two models: the first (outer) model measurement model relates to the observable variables; it is important to add the fact that the observable variables are yielded to the latent variables; the second (inner) model results in a structural model that relates the model’s latent variables to another latent variables.

Research continued by testing the outer model, by performing the reliability and validity analysis; by using the path coefficients the inner model is tested and hence describes the connections among the constructs of our model [99].

4. Results

Modern key literature in regard to the use of SmartPLS [100–104], suggests that for checking the reliability of the construct scores, instead of using Cornbach’s Alpha coefficient and composite reliability, the “rho_A” coefficient should be used [105-107]. The Contract Reliability and Validity (see Table 1) reveals the fact that for the given model, “rho_A” values subscribe to the interval 0.86–0.95, proving to be a reliable composite. The Average Variance Extracted (AVE) was considered, in order to analyze the convergent validity. According to literature [108,109] the AVE and composite reliability should have values >0.05; in the case when the current condition is not satisfied, indicators with outer
loadings of <0.4 (not the case for the current study) should be dropped, while indicators that fit in the interval 0.4–0.7 should be kept, with the condition that CR and AVE is not changed [110]. By performing this action (in the case of WE8$^-$ = 0.578), results showed no modification for AVE value; therefore, we retained the given indicator. The AVE represents the sum of the squared loadings that is divided by the number of indicators (for the current case, we use the AVE of a third order construct). The AVE values for the six first order constructs range between 0.6 and 0.7 providing us reason to conclude that the primary measures used by the current study have convergent validity.

Table 1. Construct reliability and validity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Cronbach's Alpha</th>
<th>rho_A</th>
<th>Composite Reliability</th>
<th>Average Variance Extracted (AVE)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AUT</td>
<td>0.895</td>
<td>0.896</td>
<td>0.895</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CR</td>
<td>0.858</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.859</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOB PERFORMANCE</td>
<td>0.957</td>
<td>0.959</td>
<td>0.958</td>
<td>0.468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOB RESOURCES</td>
<td>0.873</td>
<td>0.877</td>
<td>0.874</td>
<td>0.538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadership</td>
<td>0.931</td>
<td>0.935</td>
<td>0.932</td>
<td>0.556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBEA</td>
<td>0.876</td>
<td>0.877</td>
<td>0.876</td>
<td>0.703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS</td>
<td>0.819</td>
<td>0.819</td>
<td>0.818</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TL</td>
<td>0.907</td>
<td>0.907</td>
<td>0.907</td>
<td>0.662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transactional leadership</td>
<td>0.879</td>
<td>0.881</td>
<td>0.879</td>
<td>0.549</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WE</td>
<td>0.948</td>
<td>0.951</td>
<td>0.949</td>
<td>0.698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work engagement</td>
<td>0.943</td>
<td>0.947</td>
<td>0.944</td>
<td>0.532</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: authors’ calculation with SmartPLS (v. 4.0.0) software.

As for designing our measurement model in SmartPLS, we determined if the relationship between the given indicators within our model best specified as formative or reflective. Since by default, SmartPLS displays a reflective measurement mode in the case of all the proposed latent variables, we ran a Confirmatory Tetrad Analysis (CTA-PLS), as suggested [110]. This type of analysis can only be used for the latent variables that have at minimum of four indicators associated. For the current case we tested for all the latent variables, except CR, MBEA, AUT, and SS. Results show job resources, TL and WE to be formative, whether leadership, transactional leadership, and work engagement to be reflective. By analyzing the $p$ values, the literature suggests that for $p < 0.05$ the threshold for significance values indicate that it is best formative, while if $p > 0.05$ (unsignificant), then it is reflective. It is important to mention that the threshold for $p$ values is 80%, meaning that if 80% of the $p$ values are significant for a given dimension, then it is formative, while if the threshold of the $p$ values is non-significant, then it is reflective.

In order to uncover the unobserved heterogeneity for our inner structural model, we applied the finite mixture partial least squares (FIMIX—PLS) method [111]. As previously suggested [112–114] for every research FIMIX should be used as a routine technique to observe if the PLS_SEM results derived from the dataset present distorted heterogeneity [113,115–119]. For the current research, the number of pre-defined segments for which the segmentation was performed included three segments (see Table 2). The aim is to find segments with 0.5 or above entropy (EN); for the current analysis (see Table 3), results show that all the segments subscribe to the given threshold, while AIC 3 and CAIC are minimized to a single segment selection.

As previously claimed [104], if the metrics point as suggested above, namely to only one segment viable solution, researchers considered that data are not affected by unobserved heterogeneity. As literature stated [120], the current result provides sufficient evidence for the robustness of the results.

Since our complex SEM PLS model comprises both second and third factor constructs that are formative and endogenous, we continued by leveraging the latent variable scores and by using the repeated indicator approach. At first, we renamed the latent variable scores (LV scores to LVS) and rebuilt second and third order factors with the help of LVS.
TL, CR, MBEA, AUT, SS, and WE indicators (LVs TL; LVs CR, LVs MBEA, LVs AUT, LVs SS, and LVs WE) as displayed in Figure 1.

Table 2. FIMIX analysis and results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Column1 Segment 1 Segment 2 Segment 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AIC3 (modified AIC with Factor 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAIC (consistent AIC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN (normed entropy statistic)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summed Fit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: authors’ calculation with SmartPLS (v. 4.0.0) software.

Table 3. FIMIX segment values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Segment 1</th>
<th>Segment 2</th>
<th>Segment 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.496</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.164</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: authors’ calculation with SmartPLS (v. 4.0.0) software.

Figure 1. The job performance, leadership, and work engagement least squares fit for the entrepreneurship training activities. Source: authors’ calculation with SmartPLS (v. 4.0.0) software.

In order to draw conclusions, we performed an importance performance map analysis (IPMA) where the performance of each construct is taken into account [121–123]. In order to prioritize managerial actions, both importance and performance dimensions can be used;
results show that transactional and transformational leadership, along with job resources have high scores as performance; therefore, it is important to focus on improving on the work engagement of the young entrepreneurs, which scores lower as importance and that have a relatively good performance (above 70%).

Final results derived from our analysis emphasize the importance of WE, SS, and AUT for the work engagement process, similar to MBEA and CR for the leadership manifested within the training hours of the young entrepreneurs, as the main components of the registered job performance.

5. Discussion

In light of the aim of the current results, our study was twofold; at first, the contribution of leadership as transactional and transformational to the job performance was examined. Second, the research focused on the work engagement contribution to the job performance, explained through seven items focusing on work engagement and two job resources (namely AUT and SS). Moreover, we examined these relationships in the context of an intensive 40 h entrepreneurship training. In general, the gathered results met the theoretical expectations.

The literature only revealed a limited number of studies that refer to transformational and transactional leadership instruments in relation to job performance. Moreover, there are only three studies that concern the leadership influence on the work engagement. As previously argued [47] the followership work engagement is triggered by the job demands and resources, as a direct result of the leadership behavior Literature proved that there is a correlation among leadership and daily work engagement [48,50]. In 2014, it was developed a study that focused on the daily work engagement of 61 naval cadets that filled in a daily questionnaire for 34 days [4]. Results support the idea that contingent reward and transformational leadership are direct contributors to the work environment; the same results emphasized that MBE active resulted in less autonomy for the followers.

Results from Figures 1 and 2 prove the importance of studying the entrepreneurial environment within peripheral and marginal regions. As a consequence of the COVID-19 pandemic, Europe (along with Romanian legislation) forced all the businesses, along with all the entrepreneurial initiatives to translocate via online for all ongoing activities. For the entrepreneurial world, namely the businesses that were at the beginning of their development or even business ideas that were implemented but were dependent on the income directly linked with the traditionally physical environment [124], the COVID-19 pandemic induced a forced early exist from the market. Adapting a business idea to the online environment, along with training the entrepreneurs and personnel altogether for working under such auspices is a long-lasting process that requires preparation steps, if designed, to be mass implemented. Both business leaders and followers were forced to find ways to communicate, many of the young businesses without being able to benefit from the internal non-existent infrastructure of the company.

Further national developments within the NE economic region of Romania revealed a general lack of experience and training for the business owners and entrepreneurs for conducting business via online; numerous gaps along which can be found such as the lack of internet for vast rural areas, the lack of technological and communication devices to be used [125,126] and insufficient funding and knowledge for re-launching an existing business within the online environment.

Regarding leadership within the entrepreneurial world of Romania, results show a scarcity of resources, no studies, and no measurements being performed in this area even by the national and regional agencies that encourage average citizens to become entrepreneurs. Therefore, the current study undertakes this issue and performs a study which, through its design and topic, draws the attention of the young entrepreneurs on the importance of their existing leadership skills and on the possibilities and necessities of developing in that direction.
Figure 2. The importance performance map. Source: authors’ calculation with SmartPLS (v. 4.0.0) software.

Moreover, the online development of the training hours put at risk the capacity of the certified trainers to use and develop the instruments specific to the three types of leadership that were studied, along with the uncontrollable environment based on the ease of access of the followers, young entrepreneurs, that perceived differently the leaders’ actions and decisions. For the purpose of the current study, leadership was measured through transformational leadership and transactional leadership (presented under two forms, CR and MBE active); it is important to note that the literature reveals an abundance of studies in regard to the effects of transformational leadership on job performance [127–129] but very few regard all the three types of leadership within the same database [3–5]. Altogether, a key point previously presented is that the transformational leadership practiced at distance does not report directly in terms of individual job performance [130].

As for the current study, the online adapted leadership therefore (in Figure 1 presented as Leadership) comprises the $R^2$ values that determine the strength of the least squares fit for the entrepreneurship training activities. For the leadership practice, the model accounts for 56% on the transformational leadership (TL) and 44% for transactional leadership. Reflections on the specificities of the online adapted TL activities and instruments seem to prove a greater importance for the young entrepreneurs on one side, and easier to be displayed by trainers on the other side. When analyzing the online adapted transactional leadership components (described as formative), results show a decrease in importance, but with higher performance results from the young entrepreneurs (see Figure 2). The online adapted CR was largely appreciated by the young entrepreneurs since it is basically involved displaying repeated clear expectations from the leaders, along with discussing specific terms in regard to individual performance of the trainees, but also expressing satisfaction for when expectations have been met. Given the cultural specificities of the NE
region of Romania, the average age and study level of the respondents, these results are self-explanatory.

Regarding the work engagement considered for the development of the current project, three first order variables were considered: AUT, SS, and WE. Job resources, as comprised of AUT and SS explains 38% (>30%) of the work engagement, meaning that job resources account for one third of the work engagement displayed by the young entrepreneurs during the training hours. AUT accounts for flexibility at work, control, and decision possibility in regard to one’s own work (in short, freedom during developing their business ideas seems to be less valued by the participants than the work engagement (that accounts for 70% of the model)); as literature suggested [4] with the help of leadership techniques, and accounting their own will and desire for succeeding, followers valued the most the energy and dedication levels that they reached during working hours.

As for describing the job performance (as results gathered after the completion of the training hours), both Figures 1 and 2 show that leadership was surpassed by the WE (46% vs. 62%); the current results show a high degree of novelty since the literature findings mostly suggest an inverse proportion [110,120,131,132]. According to Figure 2, WE has a high degree of importance (as total effects) and performance; the current result suggests that leaders should re-configure the instruments used to motivate, in order to increase the performance of trainees, even if this action brings a decrease in their popularity. As part of work engagement, the current study also brings AUT and SS on the map of high importance (>60%) and performance (close to 80%), suggesting that autonomous work for developing one’s idea and the security induced by social support are recognized by young entrepreneurs. However, as a novelty, when job resources are considered individually (without adding the WE), the scores on importance are extremely low (less than 20%). Similar results in regard to the correlation between job performance and work engagement were also presented by literature [133,134] and prove the existence of a significant relationship between transformational leadership and job performance.

Since job performance is influenced by an abundance of factors, an effective practice of a given leadership style would result into an increase in regard to one’s job performance, therefore as previously claimed [135] the adoption of a particular leadership style results in a refining of the abilities of followers for attaining job performance. Leadership and its two components only qualifies for a central position on the importance and performance map (close to 45% in importance; therefore, lower that work engagement), and >80% in performance (slightly higher than work engagement results). On another side, transactional leadership alone keeps its status in importance but scores lower in performance. By adding and subtracting these effects, results bring into light once again the importance of the transformational leadership instruments (online) adapted, that is highly appreciated by followers, despite educational, geographical, or organizational backgrounds. Transformational leaders treat followers on an individual level by encouraging their individual aspirations, considering individual needs, and encouraging developing one’s abilities.

5.1. Theoretical Implications

Findings of the current research provide proof for the existence of a positive relation among TL and WE as drivers for job performance within the entrepreneurial world of the NE region of Romania, as the most underdeveloped out of the seven existent areas in this country. The general assessment of the current research implied an analysis of the online training developments of the young entrepreneurs that searched to develop a business idea within a pre-designed study program. Results show that there is slight evidence on how the three dimensions of leadership and the three dimensions of work engagement affect the job performance of young entrepreneurs during training sessions. The current research supplements our knowledge and perception towards the transformational and transactional techniques and work performance in enhancing job performance.

Authors searched whether the online adapted training sessions induced any systemic differences on the importance/performance analysis of the indicators. The findings prove
that despite expected results, work engagement, regarded as a whole and not as three distinctive variables, exceeds leadership on both importance and performance, but when the components are taken apart, the job resources (as SS and AUT) keep their scores in performance but decrease in importance for the young entrepreneurs. A similar pattern was observed within the leadership dimension, where as a whole, it scores even higher than work engagement in performance, but considerably lower in importance; but when leadership considers transformational leadership on one side and transactional leadership (as CR and MBEA) on the other side, the scores are considerably modifying for transactional leadership whose importance reaches below 24%. As for the theoretical implications of our results, the question is whether transformational leadership and workforce engagement as singular dimensions would be sufficient for the training and development of the entrepreneurs. The question of how the results would be different if leadership and workforce engagement would be practiced in a physical environment, resides. The current research efforts support revealing on how online adapted leadership techniques and instruments can enhance the job performance by adding to the equation the significance of work engagement through job instruments and opportunities, thus increasing job performance.

Theoretical implications of the current study contribute to the literature, at first and most importantly, with the fact that it is the first study to examine the influence of both leadership (as transformational and transactional) and work engagement (measured through job opportunities and followers’ engagement) on job performance. Immediate data collection has the ability to improve the actual relation among job performance on one side, and leadership and job performance and work engagement on another side, since it reduces the risk of reminiscent bias [23,136]. The intensive structure of the course provided followers with more recent information in regards to transformational and transactional leadership practices, compared with recollection of memories over a few months [19,137].

Moreover, it is important to note that the current study is one of the few that examines the effects of transformational leadership and various components of transactional leadership at once on job performance. Furthermore, the current results include within the job performance equation the work engagement variable, which adds to the influence of leadership on job performance. As literature argued, transactional leadership does not have the ability to influence followers’ job performance [5]; it was proved that behaviors associated with transactional leadership are able in fact to stimulate followers’ job performance and followers’ work engagement, altogether [30]. It is not novel that transformational leadership has the ability to enhance the instruments and effects of transactional leadership.

Finally, results of the current study call for future research of authors [4,32,40], on the underlying mechanisms that fully describe the relation among different types of leadership and work engagement, as predictors of job performance. Nevertheless, contributions to the literature are brought because we consider as predictors of job performance both transformational and transactional leadership, along with the positive motivational followers’ outcome, namely the work engagement, while the large majority of the studies only consider burnout and stress as organizational predictors for job performance.

5.2. Practical Implications

The current results stem from the fact that the NE region of Romania is an entrepreneurial ecosystem that has not developed properly, where a predominantly agro economy is being met, and where the GDP per capita is the lowest in the country, while the population density is even higher than the average figure/country. Studying the leadership typology and the population perceptions of specific instruments exposed within a framework that promotes business ideas and entrepreneurship development contributes to both public and private actors that might benefit from reading and interpreting the results of the current study. The literature glosses over the increased productivity level of an individual or an organization that has a better understanding of the functioning of the psychological process specific to leadership [138].
The online adapted leadership instruments and workforce engagement perceptions emphasize also the amount of stress faced by young entrepreneurs coming from the challenge of adapting business ideas to both physical and online environments [139], especially since it was proven that the followers’ performance is higher [140] when related to SS and AUT. The current results are an obliteration coming from the conceptualization of the business and entrepreneurship literature, a model that succeeds to explain how leadership and workforce engagement contribute to the job performance of young entrepreneurs in the NE development region of Romania.

In practice, the majority of the text related to business on scale development largely consists of reflective approaches for the items measured [141]; therefore, the latent constructs are considered to be at the root cause of the measured variables; under the given circumstances, the scholars find themselves unable to explain the given measures. For the current research, as the leadership, transactional leadership, and WE are proved to be reflective, we find ourselves in the position of being unable to fully explain the connection between these variables. On an opposite side, for a formative model [141], the scholar controls the interpretation of the latent construct, since it starts from the assumption that the measured variables (Job resources, TL and WE) are at the root cause of the construct. For our model, we formed the constructs of job resources, TL, and WE as a combination of their indicators, while the variation in item measures has the ability to cause variation in the construct. On a practical scale, transformations registered by entrepreneurs on job resources, the traits, methods, and practices of TL and applied WE techniques are reflected throughout the entire model.

As for the intended practical implications of the current study, a number of positive inputs can be inferred. At first, the current results show the importance of the fluctuations of the leadership behavior, as expected, since data were collected immediately after the end of the training class. Literature suggests that the daily dynamics of job performance of each leader activity involves not only transformational or transactional leadership, but both at once [12,68,77]. The current results confirm this assumption and in addition, in terms of work engagement, results recognize the implications of work engagement within the process.

As for future uses of the current results, since the vast majority of the leaders are not aware of their direct and immediate effect on followers, it may prove useful to enhance leaders with feedback about their actions. Leaders can also use the effects provided by the use of instruments and behaviors of transformational leadership on job performance. Further, work performance is an important driver for indicating job performance, despite the increased role of job resources (as AUT and SS) whose efficiency is largely mitigated within the organizational environments. As research shows, leaders are able to be subject to training regarding their transformational leadership; for this reason, in 1996, Barling et al. provided a transformational leadership training design comprising five sessions. In light of the current study’s findings and sample characteristics, as the leadership theory suggests [68], it is important for leaders who desire to achieve an increased job performance to focus not only on transformational features, but also on transactional techniques that ultimately connect with work engagement and provide increased and effective job performance.

5.3. Study Limitations and Directions for Future Research

One cannot take into consideration the results of the current research without considering its limitations, that contribute to identifying future directions and developments. At first, data were collected from an indefinite number of programs that provided young entrepreneurs with training classes. However, more data could have been collected with a potential partnership with the National Government Agency that coordinates all the ongoing projects not only on regional, but also on a national level. Second, data were collected only from young entrepreneurs that subscribed to entrepreneurship trainings that developed in Iasi, Romania, the third largest city in Romania and the first largest city in
Within the current study we aimed for examining the relation among the leadership behavior and the available job resources. It is only natural that any other business plan has its own constellation of demands and available resources; for this reason, it was considered that young entrepreneurs would be a good source of information in regard to their own job and therefore, business resources. Moreover, we continued by studying the connection among the entrepreneurs’ job resources and their own work engagement, a private and unique experience. Since the relationship found between the construct dimensions can be considered as “moderate”, as authors considered [142,143] the common method bias is not typically considered to be strong enough. Additionally, we ensured the participants anonymity as both the literature [144] and regulation (EU) 2016/679 (General Data Protection Regulation) suggest.

Another study limitation is that MBE passive (as the second component of transactional leadership) was not considered for analysis; as previously considered [12], leaders only use MBE passive in cases when large numbers of followers (as subordinates) exist, thus making it difficult for the leader to monitor and assess minor mistakes. Given the sample of the current study, we expected that young entrepreneurs predominantly use MBE active, and not MBE passive. As for future research, this assumption can be tested by including within the research design not only transformational leadership, but all the three components of transactional leadership.

The specificity of the context and sample we used can restrict the generalizability of the current study. Despite the fact that the theoretical framework proved to be in line with our findings, for further developments, results should be replicated under different context and conditions.

The current study only focused on analyzing the relationship between leadership and work engagement. It is unclear though under which circumstances specific leadership behaviors are (in) effective. It was considered that leaders have less influence on the work environment when they need to create their own resources [145,146]. Moreover, MBE active increases in efficiency compared with contingent reward and transformational leadership in cases of high-risk work environments.

The current study does not identify cause and effect, but only correlations. As for future research, for increasing precision, various types of leadership, along with work engagement can be analyzed through a causality premise, if not proving, then suggesting the cause and effect of the associated behaviors on job performance. As previously suggested [147], showing causation in economics only has a limited number of methods and instruments; for this reason, future developments of an instrument to measure causality within job performance on one side and leadership and workforce engagement on another side, should be enhanced.

Time constraint of only 40-h spread among five days within a week of training is another limitation; therefore, in the future, data should be collected not only at the end of the training hours but daily, at the end of each working day, so leadership and work engagement fluctuations can be surprised at core and not by summing up an entire experience. Moreover, data should be collected from all over the country, by inducing a bigger sample size and be able to overcome the depicted limitation.

Further, since the current study used a convenience sample technique, a cross sectional data method can be used in order to gather data; for this reason, in the case of future research, the time lag method is recommendable.

6. Conclusions

The current research examined how the job performance of young entrepreneurs that subscribed to a week of training in programs developed in Iasi, Romania in February–June 2022 was affected by two leading dimensions: leadership (as transformational and transactional) and work engagement (as job opportunities and WE).
To our knowledge, the current study is the first one that contextualizes the impact of leadership (as transformational and transactional) and work engagement on the job performance of the young entrepreneurship niche, online adapted, after the restrictions imposed by the COVID-19 pandemic in Romania. Results show that both leadership and work engagement are positively related to the job performance. Moreover, we proved that work engagement is a larger contributor to job performance, compared with transformational leadership. The results also showed readers that both MBEA and CR are the best indicators of transactional leadership, whereas autonomy and Social Support best reflect the job resources dimension. Moreover, we prove that the job resources have a minimum contribution to the work engagement (autonomy and social support), while transactional leadership (as contingent reward and MBE active) show similar results regarding the leadership dimension. To conclude the current study, different types of the leadership behavior result in different degrees of influence on job performance, whereas job resources and workforce engagement seem to prevail in importance, which can be used as a starting point for a future research to focus on specific impacts of different leadership styles.
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Appendix A

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LEADERSHIP</th>
<th>LEADERSHIP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>A. Items for the Transformational Leadership Behavior</strong></td>
<td><strong>A. Elemente privind Comportamentul de Leadership Transformational</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TL</strong> Transformational Leadership (TL)</td>
<td><strong>Leadership Transformational</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TL1 1. Today, my leader talked enthusiastically about what needed to be accomplished.</td>
<td>1. Astăzi, liderul meu a vorbit cu entuziasm despre ce trebuia să se realizeze.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TL2 2. Today, my leader got me to look at problems from different angles.</td>
<td>2. Astăzi, liderul meu m-a făcut să privesc problemelor din diferite perspective.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TL3 3. Today, my leader helped me to develop my strengths.</td>
<td>3. Astăzi, liderul meu m-a ajutat să dezvolte potențiile mele.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TL4 4. Today, my leader emphasized the importance of having a collective sense of mission.</td>
<td>4. Astăzi, liderul meu a subliniat importanța de a avea un sentiment colectiv de misiune.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TL5 5. Today, my leader expressed confidence that goals would be achieved.</td>
<td>5. Astăzi, liderul meu a exprimat încredere că obiectivele vor fi atins.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>B. Transactional Leadership Behavior</strong></td>
<td><strong>B. Leadership Transactional</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CR</strong> Contingent Reward (CR)</td>
<td>Recompensi Contingentă</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CR1 1. Today, my leader discussed in specific terms who was responsible for achieving performance targets.</td>
<td>1. Astăzi, liderul meu a discutat în termeni specifice cine este responsabil pentru atingerea obiectivelor de performanță.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CR2 2. Today, my leader made clear what to expect when performance standards were met.</td>
<td>2. Astăzi, liderul meu a precizat ce să se aștepte atunci când standardele de performanță au fost îndeplinite.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CR3 3. Today, my leader expressed satisfaction when I met expectations.</td>
<td>3. Astăzi, liderul meu m-a exprimat satisfacția atunci când am îndeplinit așteptările.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MBA</strong> Management by Exception (active)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBA1 1. Today, my leader concentrated hard full attention on dealing with mistakes, complaints, and failures.</td>
<td>1. Astăzi, liderul meu a concentrat atenția asupra greșelilor, plângerei, și eroarelor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBA2 2. Today, my leader monitored carefully performance deviation from standards.</td>
<td>2. Astăzi, liderul meu a monitorizat cu grijă divergența performanței față de standarde.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>A. Job Resources</strong></td>
<td><strong>A. Resurse la Locul de Muncă</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AFT</strong> Autonomy</td>
<td>Autonomie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFT1 1. Today, did you have flexibility in how to perform your work?</td>
<td>1. Astăzi, aveți flexibilitate în modul de a-și desfășura activitatea?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFT2 2. Today, did you control over how to carry out your work?</td>
<td>2. Astăzi, aveți control asupra modului de a-și desfășura activitatea?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFT3 3. Today, I could participate in decisions regarding my own work.</td>
<td>3. Astăzi, am putut participa la decizii referitoare la propria mea activitate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SS</strong> Social Support</td>
<td>Suppărare Socială</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS1 1. Today, when necessary, I could ask my supervisor for help.</td>
<td>1. Astăzi, atunci când era necesar, am putut cere ajutorul liderului meu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS2 2. Today, I could consult on my supervisor when things were getting difficult.</td>
<td>2. Astăzi, am putut consulta cu liderul meu când lucrurile au devenit dificile.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WBE</strong> A Work Engagement</td>
<td><strong>B. Implicarea la locul de muncă</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBE1 1. Today at work, I felt baring with every.</td>
<td>1. Astăzi la locul de muncă, m-am simțit plin de energie.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBE2 2. Today at work, I felt strong and vigorous.</td>
<td>2. Astăzi la locul de muncă, m-am simțit puternic și vigoros.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBE3 3. Today, I was enthusiastic about my work.</td>
<td>3. Astăzi, am fost încântat de munca mea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBE4 4. Today, my job inspired me.</td>
<td>4. Astăzi, locul meu m-a inspirat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBE5 5. When I get up this morning, I felt like going to work.</td>
<td>5. Când m-am trezit în acea dimineață, m-am simțit de muncă la locul de muncă.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBE6 6. Today, I felt happy when I was working intensively.</td>
<td>6. Astăzi, m-am simțit fericit când am lucrat intens.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBE7 7. Today, I was proud of the work that I did.</td>
<td>7. Astăzi, am fost încredincit în munca pe care o fac.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBE8 8. Today, I was immersed in my work.</td>
<td>8. Astăzi, am fost consolidat în munca mea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBE9 9. Today, I got carried away when I was working.</td>
<td>9. Astăzi, m-am lasat de deodată în timp ce lucrau.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure A1. Study dimensions and items.
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